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The traditional Jung research, or apply to the theory a synoptic introduce; or 
focus on its theory and related theories can be compared; or the use of Jung's theory of 
specific prototype application of literary and artistic practice. This paper will be 
applied to "prototype" theory with text analysis, through the "Plumed Serpent" in the 
"rebirth" Interpretation of the prototype leads to the prototype of the "Return" level, 
ultimately comes down to  "Art therapy" which have important practical significance 
for the contemporary people . 
    Introduction, review the " Collective unconscious " theory which can not be 
bypassed when  discussing the "prototype" theory , and then introduce this sort of 
thinking. The main part divided into three parts. The first part discusses Jung 
"prototype" theory, the logical structure is from the "original image" and "metaphor, 
symbol" to "prototype - myth". The second part uses the "prototype" theory to the 
"Plumed Serpent" which embodied the "rebirth" prototype. The traditional 
interpretation of "Plumed Serpent" is pure, bright sex; the paper abandoned the 
traditional interpretation of this article, from the perspective of archetypal criticism of 
the "Plumed Serpent" ,meaning to make a new interpretation. And then, the third part 
discuss" collective unconscious and the archetype of the modern soul's salvation", and 
" Art therapy " . Paper stressed that Jung's extensive, forward-looking research with a 
range beyond the psychology for modern man to seek spiritual; it has emptiness of the 
deep cultural destination of Consciousness.  
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第一节  原初意象 
意象是一个既属于心理学，又属于文学批评的内涵丰富包容驳杂的术语。但
是正如 M·H 艾布拉姆斯所说：“意象是现代文学批评中最常见，也是最含糊的
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